Roger Flygare (Tue, 11 Jul at 3:29 PM)
Micah,
There was an earlier reply to 18590. In that reply, we asked PDC for clarifying information regarding

I recall an email from PDC that
stated that PDC didn't have or was in the process of
evaluating this issue to provide guidance. The campaign has
duly reported those expenses in regards to boosting a
page. The prior reply indicated that we could find no
location to indicate sponsorship or being paid by the
campaign.
Facebook boosted pages versus sponsored pages.

In addition, again today, I can find no place to indicate that
the Facebook page can be identified as being paid for and/or
sponsored by. It is clear on Facebook that it is a political
page. My campaign logo is all over it. The logo has the office
being sought and the city in which the position is on it.
Furthermore, there is no cost to the Facebook page itself,
only boosting page charges or perhaps a sponsored ad. We
have not utilized a sponsored ad at this point. When that
occurs, it will be properly reported and designated. In
looking at other candidates' sponsored pages, King County
Councilman Dow Constantine for example, it doesn't state on
the ad who it's paid by, et cetera. It only takes you to linked
pages.
Part of the problem regarding contribution reporting and expenditure reports dealt with, as was previously
discussed, a communication error on how to complete this reporting working with PDC employee Chip. This
issue was ultimately rectified by our treasurer working with Chip. The reports were timely filed but there
was some sort of nuance in where and how they were reported on ORCA. I have included our treasurer Jen
Slemp as a "cc" to this email and she can provide further information once again as to the specific issue and its
resolution on reporting.
Micah, in closing, these complaints have been filed, refiled, and drug out since March 2017. It is now July
2017. Emails are getting lost it seems as conversations are becoming repetitive in nature. I would ask that

PDC dismiss all complaints based on my numerous previously stated reasons. My campaign has complied
timely with all requests from PDC, i.e., reporting of expenditures and donations received, et cetera.
Best wishes,
Roger Flygare

